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The dynamic response of a general class of continuous linear vibr~ting_ system~ is 
analyzed which possess damping properties close to those res~ltmg m class~cal 
(uncoupled) normal modes. First, conditions are given for the ex1stence of classical 
modes of vibration in a continuous linear system, with special attention being paid 
to the boundary conditions. Regular perturbation expansions in tenns of urufamP_ed 
modeshapes are then utilized for analyzing the eigenproblem as well as the v1bratwn 
response of almost classically damped systems. The analysis is based on a proper 
splitting of the damping operators in both the field equat_ions and the ~ou~dary 
conditions. The main advantage of this approach is that If allows appl1cat10n of 
standard modal analysis methodologies so that the problem is reduced to that of 
finding the frequencies and mode shapes of the c~rresp?nding undamped S):stem: The 
approach is illustrated by two simple examples mvolvmg rod and beam v1bratwns. 

Introduction 
In many instances, the dynamic response of a vibrating sys

tem can be well predicted by a linear model. When damping 
effects are neglected, the equations of motion of these systems 
can be reduced to a set of uncoupled ordinary differential equa
tions, each representing a single-degree-of-freedom linear oscil
lator. However, introduction of linear viscous damping allows 
this uncoupling only if the damping distribution bears a special 
relationship with the mass and stiffness distributions of the 
system (Caughey, 1960; Caughey and O'Kelly, 1965). If it 
does, the system is often said to be " classically damped" and 
to possess "classical normal modes." The terminology ··pro
portional damping" is also used but this is easily confused with 
the very special case of Rayleigh damping (Rayleigh, 1945) , 
where the damping distribution is a linear combination of the 
mass and stiffness distributions. 

The existence of classical normal modes provides a simple 
physical interpretation of the behavior of a vibrating system as 
a linear superposition of characteristic modes of vibration of 
the system. It also leads to computational advantages when only 
a few modes of vibration contribute to the response of the 
system because of a limited bandwidth excitation. When the 
conditions for classical modes are not met exactly (e.g., Natsia
vas, 1993) , the system response may be obtained by one of 
several different methods: by direct numerical integration of the 
equations of motion; or by properly converting these equations 
to first-order state-space form (e.g .. Foss, 1958: Meirovitch, 
1967); or by approximating the damping in some way so that 
classical modes exist (Bellas and Inman, 1989). 

The present work focuses on the response of linear continu
ous systems which do not possess classical normal modes, but 
the damping properties are close to those meeting the conditions 
leading to normal modes. These systems are called "almost 
classically damped" and are of practical significance. As a re
sult, various aspects of their response have already been exam
ined by others, but with emphasis placed on discrete systems. 
For example, Chung and Lee ( 1986) extended a perturbation 
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methodology developed earlier by Meirovitch and Ryland 
( 1979) in order to obtain the eigensolution of these discrete 
systems. Also, Cronin ( 1976) presented a perturbation analysis 
for the response of such systems under harmonic excitation, 
while Udwadia and Esfandiari ( 1990) and Udwadia and Kumar 
( 1994) presented an iterative approach for general forcing func
tions. Other relevant work in discrete systems include the contri
butions of Knowles (1985), Nicholson (1987), Shahruz and 
Ma ( 1988), and atsiavas and Beck (1994). Various aspects 
of damped continuous linear systems have also been examined 
(e.g., Caughey and O'Kelly, 1965; Pan, 1966; Plaut and Infante, 
1972; Inman and Andry, 1982; Bergman and Nicholson, 1985; 
Yang, 1996). More references and information about damping 
effects can also be found in the books by Snowdon ( 1968) and 
Nashif et al. (1985). 

The objectives of the present work are, first, to present condi
tions for the existence of classical modes for continuous linear 
vibrating systems and, second, to present a perturbation ap
proach for the approximate solution of almost classically 
damped continuous linear systems under arbitrary forcing func
tions. For the first objective, the work of Caughey and O'Kelly 
( 1965) is extended by being specific about the concept of 
"compatible" internal and boundary operators for both the stiff
ness and damping characteristics. For the second objective, an 
analysis is developed, based on a proper decomposition of the 
internal and boundary damping operators. The approach uses 
classical modal analysis so that the solution is obtained by 
utilizing only the real modes and frequencies of the correspond
ing undamped system. This is especially efficient in cases where 
the solution of a classically damped system has been obtained 
and the effect of small changes in the damping distribution 
is sought. Finally, the approach is illustrated by two simple 
examples. 

Problem Statement and Definitions 

Boundary Value Problem f~r Forced Vibrations. The 
forced vibration behavior of a linear elastic viscously damped 
continuous body, such as a stretched rod, a torsional shaft, a 
bending beam, a membrane or a plate, is commonly governed 
by an equation of motion of the form 

m( r )ii + L,u + f...zu =f(r , t) Vr E S ( I ) 

where the body occupies S = S U as. Here S is a bounded 
domain in ~·. (ns = 1, 2 or 3) with boundary as. Typically, 
u(r, t) is a (generalized) displacement at position r in the body 
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at time c, while Li( r , c) and ii ( r , c) denote the corresponding 
velocity and acceleration; m(r ) is the mass density of the body; 
f( r , t) is an external body force and L 1 and Lq_ are time-invariant 
linear differential spatial operators of orders n 1 and n2 , respec
tively (typically n 1 s n2 ), which model the internal damping 
forces and elastic restoring forces, respectively, within the body. 

The appropriate boundary conditions for ( I ) are of the form 

D~- 1 >u = 0 Vr E as, 

and B,u + C,u = g, ( r , t ) Vr E as; (2) 

for i = I, .... nb (=I /2n2 , typically ), expressing the fact that 
for each i . on some parts of the boundary (as. ) ' a geometric 
condition will hold, while on the other parts cas;), a general
ized force condition will hold (so as, u as: = as. as, n 
as: = <P). DW denotes the derivative of order i normal to the 
boundary surface at r E as, with D<:>u being simply u itself. 
Each B, and C, is a time-invariant linear differential spatial 
operator of order (n2 - i ) and (n1 - i) , respectively, which 
models the deformation-induced internal and external general
ized restoring forces and damping forces, respectively, at the 
boundary. Each g, ( r , 1) represents the resultant of any external 
generalized forces applied at the boundary of the body at time 1. 

An important additional assumption is that the B, and C, are 
compatible boundary operators for Lq_ and L1, respectively, in 
the sense that they are related through " integration by parts" 
(or a generalized Green's formula ) by 

•• 
(L II/J, </>) - (1/J, L l¢ ) = L [ ( D~-I) I/1. C,¢) 

i • l 

and 

•• 
(L-zl/1. </>)- (1/J, /._q_¢) = L [(D~-1) 1/J, B,<f>)- (8,1/J, D~-1)</>)] 

(4) 

for all 1/J, <P E V, a linear space of suitably smooth functions 
on S, such as C"' (S) n c-,- 1(S), where n3 = max (n~o n2 ), 

and which satisfy the geometric boundary conditions in (2) . 
Here C"'(S) denotes the set of functions on S which are continu
ously differentiable up to order n3 • The body and boundary 
inner products in (3) and ( 4 ) are defined by 

( If;, ¢ ) = L 1/J( r )</>( r )dr ( 5 ) 

and 

( 1/J, </>) = f 1/J(r)<f>(r )dS( r ). 
i.JS 

(6) 

The compatibility conditions (3) and ( 4 ) are types of reci
procity principles which are to hold in the absence of external 
applied body and boundary forces. Condition ( 3) can be inter
preted as stating that the virtual power from the virtual velocity 
<P together with the body and boundary damping forces set up 
by the virtual velocity 1/J must be equal to the virtual power 
with the roles of <J> and 1/J swapped. Similarly, condition ( 4) 
can be interpreted as stating that the virtual work from the 
virtual displacement <P together with the body and boundary 
restoring forces set up by the virtual displacement 1/J must be 
equal to the virtual work with the roles of </> and 1/J swapped. 

Equations ( I ) and ( 2 ), together with specified initial condi
tions u( r , 0) and u( r , 0) on S, are assumed to give a well
posed boundary value problem on S X [0, co) with solution u 
E V, \It E [0, oc) . The goal is to find an approximate solution 
when the system is almost classically damped. 
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Undamped System. We start with the undamped homoge
neous version of Eqs. ( 1) and (2) where L 1 and fare zero on 
Sand each C, and g, is zero on as: . We define a linear subspace 
U0 of V consisting of all those functions in V which satisfy this 
implified version of the boundary conditions ( 2 ). From Eq. 

( 4 ). 

(L,.I/J, ¢ ) = ( 1/J, Lq_d>) V 1/J, </> E Uo 

so that lq_ is a self-adjoint linear operator on U0 with respect to 
the inner product defined by ( 5 ). We assume, therefore. as is 
typical for vibration problems, that m- 1 /._q_ has a discrete spec
trum of distinct positive eigenvalues { w~: n E z+ } and a 
corresponding complete set of orthonormal real eigenfunctions 
{</>.(r ): n E z+} in Uo so that V 1/J E V: 

1/J( r ) = L, (1/J. m<f>.)</>.( r ) Vr E S (7) 
n=l 

where the orthonormality guaranteed by the self-adjointne s of 
lq_ gives. 

(</>., m</>p) = Dnp• 

the Kronecker delta, and 

L-z<P. = w~md>. on S, 

D~- 1 >¢. = 0 on as, and B,<J>. = 0 

on as: Vi = I, .. . , n b. 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

In general, the eigenfunction expansion in (7) will only con
verge to 1/1 on the boundary as if 1/1 and the ¢ . satisfy the same 
boundary condition (e.g., Courant and Hilbert, 1989, Chapter 
5 ). In this case, it is typical to have uniform convergence on S 
and no Gibbs phenomenon appears near the boundary as. This 
behavior is advantageous in applications because then the eigen
function series converges faster, that is, a smaller number of 
terms is required in ( 7) to give an approximation of the function 
1/J to within a specified accuracy. 

Almost Classically Damped System. We now consider 
two special cases of the full damped linear system given by 
Eqs. (l) and ( 2): 

Definition: The damped system is classically damped if the 
body and boundary damping operators satisfy 

L1</>n = {J.m</>. on S 

for some constants {3. 2: 0, and 

C,</>. = 0 on as: V i = I, . .. , nb. 

(ll) 

( 12) 

This means that the eigenfunctions ¢ •. n E z+. of L,. on U0 

are also eigenfunctions of L1 on U0 • For this to be possible, it 
is necessary that L1 be a positive semidefinite self-adjoint linear 
operator on U0 and that m- 1 L1 and m- 1/._q_ commute on U0 . 

These conditions are also sufficient for ( II ) to hold ( Caughey 
and O' Kelly, 1965). We shall hereafter denote the body and 
boundary damping operators for a classically damped system 
by L10 and C,0 , i = l, ... , n b . respectively. 

The eigenfunctions of a classically damped system are identi
cal to the undamped eigenfunctions, <f>.( r ) , n E z+. To show 
this, let (i>. denote an eigenfunction corresponding to eigenvalue 
p •. then (i>.(r )eP.' is a solution of Eqs. (l) and (2) with f = 0 
on s and each g, = 0 on as:. so 

(p~m + p.L 10 + L,.)(i>. = 0 on S 

and Vi = I, ... n b, 

D~-l) (i>. = 0 on as;, ( B; + p.C,0)(i>. = 0 on as:. 
In view of Eqs. ( 9 ) - ( 12), (i>. = lb. is the solution if p. satisfies 
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p ~ + (J.p. + w~ = 0. 

Thetworootsof(l3)correspondingtoagivenc/>.areacomplex - m(a; + 2ppTp + (3pTp) c/>p - aPL 11 c/>P on S (21) 
conjugate pair in the underdarnped case, that is, when (3. < 
2w. . and Vi= I , ... , nb, 

Definition. The damped system defined by equations ( 1) D 'J{- 1 11/JP = 0 on aS; , 
and ( 2) is almost classically damped if 

L 1 = L 10 + ~L11 , C; = C;o + €C; t Vi= 1, ... , nb ( 14) 

where € is a small parameter and L10 and the C,0 are the classi
cally damped operators defined by (II) and ( 12) , respectively. 

[n this case, the damping operators are perturbed slightly 
from the classically damped case, so it is possible to analyze 
the system using an approximate perturbation approach, as 
shown in the subsequent sections. Although € is assumed to be 
small, the underlying classical damping need not be small. It is 
assumed that the compatibility condition (3) is satisfied by the 
classical-damping operators L 10 and C,0 , Vi , and so by linearity. 
the damping operators L 11 and C,. , Vi, also satisfy this condi
tion. 

Approximate Solution of the Eigenproblem 
Let <i>P' p E Z ... , be an eigenfunction of the almost clas ically 

damped system. with corresponding eigenvalue sP" then 

up( r , t) = <i>p( r )e'.' 

is a solution of Eqs. (I) and (2) with f = 0 on Sand each g, 
= 0 on as: ' so 

(s; m + spL 1 + ~)<i>p = 0 on S (15) 

and Vi= I, . .. nb 

D 'J{- I><i>p = 0 on as; and 

( 16) 

Since f. is small in ( 14), we expect that <i>P and sP will remain 
close to the eigenquantities c/>p and pP of the classically damped 
system, which satisfy Eqs. (9) through ( 13) when L1 and C, 
are replaced by L 10 and C;o in Eqs. ( 11) and ( 12). We therefore 
use the asymptotic expansions (Erdelyi, 1956) 

<i>p( r ) - c/>p( r ) + EXp(r) + !
21/JP + ... (17) 

( 18) 

ln the underdamped case, each sP is complex-valued, and so, 
therefore, are the quantities in these expansions, except d>p· 
Corresponding to each complex conjugate eigenvalue pair, pP 
and pP, for the underlying classically damped system, there are 
perturbed eigenyalues sP liJld s;,, respectively, with associated 
eigenfunctions c/>p( r ) and c/>p( r ). It is therefore only necessary 
to determine the perturbed eigenvalue and eigenfunction for 
one of the two complex roots of Eq. ( 13). In the overdamped 
case, however, it i necessary to determine separately a per
turbed eigenvalue and eigenfunction for each of the real-valued 
roots of Eq. ( 13). 

For suitably small €, the second-order expansions are ex
pected to be sufficient to capture the essential features of the 
eigenquantities. By substituting (17) and (18) into (15) and 
( 16) , taking Eqs. ( 9)- ( 14) into account, we get from the first
order term in € 

and Vi = l , ... , nb, 

'B;pXp = l;,p == - ppC; tc/>p on as;. (20) 

Likewise, the second-order terms in f give 
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'B;pl/lp = TJ"' == - (apC;o + ppCil))(p- apCilc/>p on aS!. (22) 

[n these equations, the body and boundary operators Lp and 'B"' 
are defined by 

(23) 

Using Eqs. (9)-( 13), we find 

'B,pc/>q = 0 on aS! , Vi= I, ... , nb (25) 

where 1ipq is defined by 

1rpq = p; + pp(3q + w~ (26) 

so that 1iw = 0, from Eq. (13). Using the compatibility Eqs. 
(3) and (4), we can show that Vl/f, c/> E V, 

•• 
= I [(D~- · ' 1/1. 'B,pc/>)- ('B,p!/1. v~-· 1 c/>)J. (27) 

To determine the first-order terms XP and a P in ( 17) and ( 18) 
from Eqs. ( 19) and (20) in a way that avoids convergence 
problems on the boundary, we fir t employ the decomposition 

(28) 

where Jlp is chosen as any function in V which satisfies the 
following boundary conditions for each i = l, ... , nb, 

D~-t>Jlp =O onaS; , 'B,p Jlp =l;,p onaSJ. (29) 

Then, from Eq. ( 19) , Xp E Vis found to satisfy the transformed 
equations 

(30) 

and Vi = I , ... , nb, 

Since Xp satisfies the same boundary conditions as the complete 
orthonormal set { c/>q(r), q E z + } (see Eqs. ( 10) and (25)), 
its eigenfunction expansion 

Xp( r ) = L apqc/>q(r ) on S (32) 
q•l 

where 

(33) 

can also be expected to converge on the boundary aS (e.g., 
Courant and Hilbert, 1989, Chapter 5). To determine Xp• it 
remains to determine the apq, q E z +. 

Using Eq . (25 ) -(27) and (29)-(31) , we get 

if we define 

<Lpxp. c1>q> = 1r~pq 

( L,J.Lp, c/>q} = 1rpqJlpq + pp~pq 

(34) 

(35) 
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•• 
(pq = L (C,,cf>P, D~- • >¢q) as,· 

But from Eq. (19) 

(36) 

(37) 

Bpq = apc/>pq + ((2mpPaP + apL10 + ppL11 )XP• c/>q). (54) 

Simplified expressions for TJpq and Bpq defined in Eqs. (52) and 
(54) are given in Appendix A. 

Using Eq. (45 ) to relate Eqs. (49 ), (50), and (53), 

1rpq(3pq = -(a~+ 2pprp + (3prp)bpq 

( Lpxp. c/>q) = (~. c/>q) 

= -ap(2pP + (3p)bpq- Ppc/>pq 

if we define 

- Bpq - 1rpqVpq + TJpq · (55) 

( 38) When p = q, this equation determines the second-order eigen
value correction constant 

c/>pq = (L ll cf>p, c/>q) . (39) 

Using Eq. (30) to relate Eqs. (34), (35 ), and (38), 

1rP'fXpq = -ap(2pp + f3p)f>pq- Ppc/>pq - 1rpq/1pq- Ppepq· (40) 

When p = q , this equation determines the first-order eigenvalue 
correction constant 

r,PP - BPP - a; 
T = 

p 2pp + (3p 

while for p * q , it determines the Fourier coefficients 

f3pq = (f]pq - Bpq)l7rpq - Vpq. 

(56) 

(57 ) 

Finally, aPP and f3PP can be determined by normalizing the 
eigenfunction (pP so that 

- ( pp + cf>pp 
Up - - PP 2pp + (3p ' ( 41 ) . <4>rm(pp)=I.

1 
Employmg Eqs. (8), ( 17), (28), (32) , (33), and ( 48 ), the 
last condition yields while for p * q , it determines the Fourier coefficients 

a pq = -pp(( pq + c/>pq)l7rpq- /1pq · 

The coefficients aPP will be determined later. 

( 42) 

Next, in order to determine the second-order terms 1/lp and 
Tp in ( 17 ) and ( 18) from Eqs. ( 21 ) and (22), we again employ 
a decomposition 

1/lp( r ) = ~p( r ) + vp( r ) on S ( 43 ) 

where vP is chosen as any function in V which satisfies for each 
i = 1, ... , nb, the conditions 

D~-• >vP = 0 on as,, 13,PvP = TJ~p on as;. ( 44 ) 

Then, from Eq. (21 ), ~P E V satisfies 

( 45 ) 

and Vi = 1, ... , nb, 

D <N•-•> .i.P = 0 as ..., .7. 0 as• '~' on , , D tp '!'p = on 1 . (46) 

Therefore 

f3PP = - vPP + 1 L (/1~- E~) 
q• l 

where 

( 58) 

( 59 ) 

In summary, the above analysis gives an asymptotic approxi
mation for the solution of the eigenproblem of almost classically 
damped continuous linear systems to second order in the small 
damping parameter E in Eq. ( 14). The analysis breaks down 
when multiple eigenvalues occur in the underlying classically 
damped system, since then the quantity 1rpp appearing in Eqs. 
( 42) and (57) can be zero for p * q . A general procedure for 
treating this case can be found in Courant and Hilbert ( 1989) . 
The analysis also breaks down at Eqs. (41) and ( 56), when 
2pP + f3P = 0 for some p E z+. which corre ponds to a critically 
damped system, that is, when f3P = 2wP. 

~p(r) = L {3pqc/>q( r ) on S (47) Approximate Solution for Forced Vibrations 
q• l 

where 

Let u ( r , t ) be the general solution of ( 1) and ( 2) so that u 
E V for each time t E [0, oo). We again use an asymptotic 
expansion in terms of the small damping parameter E in Eq. 

( 48) ( 14 ), 

Using Eqs. (25 )- (27) again and following a similar argu
ment as before, we find 

u ( r. t) ~ I. up( r , l)EP on S X [0, oo) 
p• O 

(60 ) 

if we define 

(L,~P ' c/>q) = 1rpq(3pq 

( LPvP, cf>q) = 1rpqVpq - TJpq, 

•• 
TJpq = L (TJ'P, D~-• >¢q)as; -

;-• 
But from Eq. (2 1), 

( Lpl/lp, c/>q) = ( T/p• cf>q) 

( 49) 

(50) 

(51 ) 

( 52) 

=-(a~+ 2ppTp + (3prp)bpq- Bpq , ( 53) 

where we define 
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where Uo(r , t ) is the olution for the classically damped case 
(e = 0) . This gives a regular perturbation problem which will 
give a good approximation for the vibration response over some 
finite time interval, but not as t -+ oo ( Kevorkian and Cole, 
1981 ). Substitution of this expression and Eq. ( 14) into the 
field Eq. ( 1) yields 

LuP == miip + L 10tiP +~uP = J;,( r , t) on S X (0, oc) (61) 

with 

(62) 

Likewise, substitution of (60 ) and ( 14) into the boundary condi
tions ( 2) gives Vt E (0, oo) and Vi = I. . ... nb 
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(63) 

with 

{

g,( r , t ), 
g,p = 

- Cnup- l ( r , 1), p E z +. 
p=O 

(64) 

In order for the eigenfunction expansion (7) to be valid over 
the closure S of the domain S , the boundary conditions ( 63) 
must be put in homogeneous form. For this, we first employ 
the decomposition 

up( r , t) = vp( r , t ) + hp( r , t) on S X [0, oo) (65) 

where hP is chosen as any real-valued function in V for each t , 
which is twice-differentiable with respect to t almost every
where on (0, oo) and satisfies the boundary conditions 

13;hp = g,P on as;, Vi= I, ... , nb. (66) 

Hence, vP E V for each t, it is twice-differentiable with respect 
tot almost everywhere on (0, oo), and it satisfies 

LvP = J, - Lhp on S (67 ) 

D~-l )Vp = 0 on as, 13,vp = 0 on as:' 
Vi= I, ... , nb. (68) 

The functions vP can be expressed in the form 

(69) 

where 

(70) 

We can obtain a differential equation for the q""(t) by first 
employing the compatibility conditions (3) and ( 4) : 

d 2 d 
(LvP , c/>.) = 2 (mvP, c/>.) + - (L10vP, c/>.) + (~vP, c/>.) 

dt dt 

+ { <vP, ~c/>.) +I. (D~- • > vP, B;c/>.)- (B,vP, D~- • > cj>.) } . 
·-· 

(71) 

By using Eqs. (9) to ( 12), ( 68) , and (70) , this expression can 
be reduced to 

(Lvp, c/>.) = tjpn + f3n4pn + w?,qpn. (72) 

In a similar fashion, except that Eq. ( 66 ) is used in place of 
(68), it can be shown that 

(73) 

where we define 
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(74 ) 

•• 
gpn = L (g,p, D~-l ) c/>n) IJS; · (75 ) 

Finally, define 

(76) 

A differential equation for each q""(t) can then be obtained 
from (67) , (72), (73), and (76), 

( 77 ) 

where we define 

(78) 

Here f"" and g"" for p E z+ depend on Up-l through Eqs. (62) 
and ( 64), but this dependence can be simplified as shown in 
Appendix B. 

To complete the specification of the coefficient q""( t ), the 
appropriate initial conditions must be given. From Eqs. (60), 
(65 ), and (70), 

qpn(O) = ( up( r, 0 ), mcj>.(r )) 

__ { (u(r , 0 ), mcj>.(r ))- (ho( r , 0+) , mcj>. ( r )), p = 0 
(79) 

- ( hp( r , 0 ), mcj>.( r )), p E Z 

qp.(O) = ( up( r , 0 ), mc/>.( r )) 

!
( u( r , 0) , mc/>.( r ))- ( iz0 ( r , 0), mc/>.( r )), 

p=O 
(80) 

-(izp( r , 0) , mc/>.(r )), 

p E z+ 

where, without loss of generality, we can take hp( r , 0) and 
hp( r , 0) as zero for p = 0 and p E z•. 

In summary, an asymptotic approximation of the solution of 
the forced vibration problem to, say, second order in f, may be 
obtained by using the eigenfunction expansion ( 69) for p = 0, 
1, 2 and by taking a sufficient number of terms, N, for the 
desired accuracy. The coefficients in these expan ions for the 
vp( r , t ) are determined by solving the initial-value problem 
(77)-(80) for q""(t) for p = 0, 1, 2 and n = I, 2 .... , N. 

The functions hp(r , t), p = 0, I, 2, involved in Eqs. (78) 
and in the construction of the up( r , 1) from Eq. ( 65). must be 
chosen to satisfy the conditions in Eq . ( 66). A typical form 
for these functions can be obtained by generalizing an expres
sion given in Meirovitch (1967) for the undamped problem, 
namely, 

•• 
hp(r, t ) = L. [a,p( r ) X.;p(l) + b;p ( r)~;p(t) ] 

where the functions arp , X.,P, b;p , ~'Pare chosen so that hP satisfies 
conditions ( 66) , as illustrated later. Once the uP ( r , t), p = 0, 
I , 2, are determined, the solution u ( r , 1) can be approximated 
by the sum of the first three terms in Eq. (60). 

Note that the approach developed here avoids direct term
by-term differentiation of the eigenfunction series for each up 
which would be required for L1u and ~u . This operation would 
be invalid here since each uP satisfies different boundary condi
tions than the eigenfunctions, c/>. ( r ). 

Examples 
To illustrate the approach, two simple examples are given in 

this section. 
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P:-=:_p.A ~ 
Fig. 1 Rod example 

1: Rod Vibrations. Consider the longitudinal vibration of 
a viscoelastic rod shown in Fig. 1, where Eq. ( 1 ) applies with 
u(x, t) being the longitudinal displacement at timet of a cross 
section at x and 

S=(O,l) , S=[O,l]. 8S=(O, l) 

m(x) = p(x)A(x),f(x, t) 

= distributed longitudinal load per unit length 

L. = Ji.E(x)-! [J1.1(x)A(x) !] , 
~ = - ~ [E(x)A(x) ~] . 

OX OX 

Here m(x) , A(x) , and E(x) are the mass per unit length, the 
cross-sectional area and Young's modulus at location x along 
the rod, while JJ.E{x) and J1.1(x) are non-negative viscous damp
ing coefficients. From Fig. 1, the appropriate boundary condi
tions are geometric at x = 0 (i.e., 8S.) and a force balance at 
X = [ (i.e., OS I) , which give 

DIJ1u = u = 0 at x = 0, 8 1u + C1u = g(t) at x = l 

where 

B. = k + E(l)A(I) ~, • c. = c + Ji.J(l)A(l) ~I 
OX x• l UX x- 1 

and g(t) represents an applied axial force at x = l. 
Using integration by parts and the appropriate inner product 

c/>.(0) = 0, B.cJ>.i ..... J = E(l)A(l)cJ> ~ (l) + kcJ>. (l ) = 0 

where the prime denotes dl dx. These equations define a Sturm
Liouville problem and so there is a countable set of eigenvalues 
( w ~ : n E Z + } and a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions 
( cJ>. : n E z - } (Courant and Hilbert, 1989, Chapter 5 ) . 

For a classically damped system, we require from Eq. ( 11 ) 

Ji.E( x)cJ>. (x) - [JJ.1 (x)A(x)cJ>~(x)]' = L 1c/>. = {3.m(x ) cJ>. (x ) . 

This will be satisfied, for example, if we choose 

Ji.E(x) = am(x) , J1.1( x ) = {3E(x), 

{3. = a + {3w;,, '<In E z-
where a and f3 are non-negative constants, which gives 

L1o =am+ {3~ 

as a classical-damping operator. This is a continuou version 
of Rayleigh (or " proportional'') damping. Also, from Eq. ( 12) , 
we require 1 

C.cJ>. Ix=l = ccJ>. (l) + f3E(l)A(l)cJ>~(l) = (c - f3k)c/>. (l ) = 0. 

The presence of a spring at x = l therefore necessitates a damper 
at x = I with a particular damping coefficient c = /3k in order 
to give classical normal modes. For this value of c, the boundary 
damping operator becomes 

CIO = {3k + f3E(I)A ( l) ~, = {38 •. 
OX x• l 

Finally, the eigenvalues p., n E z- , for the classical-damping 
case are given by 

p~ + (a + f3w~)p. + w~ = 0. 

Now consider an almost classically-damped system where 
for a small parameter f: 

Ji.E(x) = am(x) + £jl1(x) , J1.1(x) = /3E(x) + f jl2(x) , 

for this one-dimensional example, we get for all 1/J, cJ> E V C so 
C2(0,l) n C 1[0, /] satisfying the geometric boundary condition 
at x = 0: 

(L 11/J, cJ>) - (1/J, L1c/>) where 

= - L [ ~ ; ( Ji.JA :) - "' ; ( Ji.JA :) J dx 

According to ( 3) with nb = I , C1 is therefore confirmed to be 
a compatible boundary operator for L 1 • ln a similar manner, 8 1 

can be confirmed to be a compatible boundary operator for~. 
as defined by Eq. ( 4) . 

For the undamped problem, the eigenvalues ( frequencies ) 
and eigenfunctions (modeshapes) are determined by 

- [E(x)A (x) cJ> ~ (x)]' = w;.m(x)cJ>. (x) in (0, /) 

and 
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Once the various field and boundary operators are defined, 
the next step involves the evaluation of the functions Ji.p(x), 
vp(x) , and hp(x , 1) in Eqs. (28). (43) , and ( 65) , respectively, 
if both the eigenproblem and the forced vibration problem are 
of interest. The function Ji.p(x) is evaluated by applying the 
conditions (29) on as, 

where 

D~1 Ji.p = Ji.p = 0 at x = 0 

'B1pJl.p = S•P at x = l , 
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Stp = -ppCll</>p = -pp[Ct</>p(l) + iiz(I)A(l)cb;(l)]. 

Therefore, J.Lp(x) can be chosen in the linear form, 

J.lp(X) = CpX + dp, 

with the conditions at x = 0 and x = I giving, respectively, dP 
= 0 and 

Ct</>p(/) + f.L2(/)A(I)<J>;(l) 
Cp = -pp(J + /3pp)[kl + E(l)A(I)]. 

This gives from Eqs. (36), (37), and (39) 

J.lpq = Cp I: xm(x)</>q(x)dx 

(pq = ( c •• </>p , </>9 ) as; = [ Cn<f>plx-1</>9 (/) 

= Ct</>p(l)</>9 (1) + f.L2(/)A (l)<J>;(I)</>9 (1) 

= [c. - k{.L2 (l)IE(l)]</>p(1)</>9 (1) 

</>pq = I: {.L1 (x)</>p(x)<f>9 (x)dx 

-I: [{.L2(x)A (x)<J>;(x)] '</>q(x)dx 

=I: {.L.(x)</>p(x)</>9 (x)dx +I: {.L2(x)A(x)<f>~(x)dx 
+ kiiz(l)</>p(l)</>q( l)l E(l). 

These parameters, together with function J.lp(x), permit the eval
uation of all the parameters needed to determine the first-order 
eigenquantities up and apq from Eqs. (41), (42), and (58). 

In a similar fashion, application of condition ( 44) results in 

D~>vp l x-o = vp(O) = 0, ~.pvpix-1 = 1Jtpi x=l 

which in turn determine vp(x) in the form 

vp(x) = ePx 

where eP is a known constant. This allows vpq in Eq. (51) to 
be evaluated. The quantity (f}pq - (}pq) can be evaluated as in 
Appendix A. The second-order eigenquantities Tp and /3pq can 
then be determined from Eqs. (56), (57), and (59) . 

Finally, the functions hp(x, t) , which are needed to determine 
the olution of the response problem up to some prescribed 
order in E (e.g., taking p = 0, l, 2) are chosen by applying 
conditions (66). In the present example, these conditions lead 
to 

where g(t) represents an applied axial force at x = I. Here 

~thpix-1 = khp(l, t) + E(l)A(l)h;(l, t) + {JkhP(l, t) 

+ {JE(l)A(l)h;(l, t) 

Cnilp-t (/ . t) = c1ifp_ 1(l, t) + {.L2(1)A(l)u;_1(l, t). 

Next. choose hP in the form 

hp(X, t) = Ap(t)x + {p(t). 

Then, to satisfy the above conditions on hP, we must have (p(l) 
= 0 and 
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r·u 
Rf==-x _ E, I,p,A __ ]~tg, 

~--------------t--------------~ 

Fig. 2 Beam example 

. l 
/3Ap(t) + Ap(t) = [kl + E(l)A(l)] 8tp(t) 

where gw(t) = g(t) and g 1p(t), p E z~, can be expressed as 

[ 
k" (I) J ~ 

+ Ct - ;~l) "~ {Jp-l.n(t)<f>.(l). 

In practice, only a finite sum would be used to approximate 
vp(x, t) to sufficient accuracy and so the infinite sum in g1p(t) 
would be replaced by a finite one. The initial condition for the 
differential equation for Ap(t) depends on the choice of hp(x, 
0), but this is arbitrary since whatever is chosen, it is corrected 
for by Eqs. (79) and (80) . We take hp(x, 0) = 0, so Ap(O) = 
0 and each Ap(l) can then be determined uniquely from a first
order linear initial value problem. This completes the determina
tion of the functions hp(x, t). The functions h~"'(t) , and so 
Qpn(t), can be evaluated from Eqs. (74) and (78) and Appendix 
B. Then, the econd-order linear initial value problem given by 
Eqs. (77), (79), and (80) can be solved to obtain each q~"'(t). 
The function vp(x , t) can then be approximated by the first N 
terms in Eq. ( 69), where N is chosen to give the desired level 
of accuracy. Each up(x, t) is then given by Eq. (65 ) to finally 
obtain an approximation of the solution u(x, t) by Eq. (60). 

II: Beam Vibrations. Consider the bending vibration of 
the beam shown in Fig. 2, where Eq. ( I ) applies with u(x, t) 
being the transverse displacement at time t of a cross section 
at x and 

S=(O, l), S=[O,/], 85={0,1} 

m(x) = p(x)A(x), 

f( x, t) = distributed transverse load per unit length 

/:)2 [ /:)2 J Lz = ox2 E(x)l(x) ox2 . 

Here m(x), l (x), and E(x) are the mass per unit length, the 
cross-sectional moment of inertia, and Young's modulus at loca
tion x along the beam, while J.l£(x) and J.L1(x) are non-negative 
viscous damping coefficients. Using Fig. 2, the boundary condi
tions ( 2) are 

at x = 0 
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8.(l)u + Ct( l)u =g.(/, r) and 82(/) u + C2(/)u = g2 ( l, t) 

at x = l 
where 

8 1(1) = -.E._ [E(x)I(x) 
82

2 ] I , 
8x 8x x-1 

c. (I)= -.E._ [Jkl(x)l (x) 822 ] I 
8x 8x x-1 

8 I 8
2 

I 8 2(0) = -k- + E(0)/(0) - 2 , 
8x x-o 8x x=O 

81 8
2

1 C2 (0) = -c- + Jl-!{0)1(0) -
2 

8x x-o 8x x=O 

821 8
2

1 8 2(1) = E(l)l(l) - 2 , C2(/) = p,J(l)l(l) - 2 8x x-1 8x x-1 

and where g 1(/, t) and g2 (0, t), g2(l, t) are applied force and 
moments at the boundaries, while c and k are the damping and 
stiffness coefficients of the rotational dashpot and spring at x 
= 0. 

Using integration by parts and the appropriate inner product, 
we get for all 1/J, cf> E V C C4 (0, l) n C 3[0, L] satisfying the 
geometric boundary condition at x = 0, 

( L11/J, c/>) - (1/1, L 1c/>) 

= [1/!Ctcf>- cf>Cti/Jl & + [I/J'C2cf>- c/>'C21/11&. 

According to (3) with nb = 2, C1 and C2 are therefore continned 
to be compatible boundary operators for L 1• In a similar manner, 
8 1 and 82 can be confirmed to be compatible boundary operators 
for [z. 

For the undamped problem, the frequencies and modeshapes 
are determined by 

[E(x) l (x)cf>;(x) ]" = w~m(x)cf>.(x) in (0, l) 

c/>.(0) = 0, kc/>~(0) - E(O)I(O)cf>;(O) = 0 

~ [E(x)J(x)cf>;(x)J ix-1 = 0, E(l)J(l)cf>;(l) = 0. 

We assume that this eigenvalue problem gives a countable set 
of eigenvalues { w ~: n E Z + } and a complete set of correspond
ing orthonormal eigenfunctions { cf>.: n E z+ } . 

For a classically damped system. conditions (11) and ( 12) 
must be satisfied. This will be the case if we choose 

Jk£(x) = am(x) , J11(x) = /3E(x), /3. = a + f3w~ 

as in Example I, and then 

Ctcf>nl x-1 = -{3! [E(x)l(x)cf>;(x)J.,=I = 0 

C2cf>.l ..-1 = /3E(l) l(l)cf>;(l) = 0 

Czcf>.l x=o = -cc/>~(0) + /3E(O) I (O)cf>;(O) 

= (/3k - c)c/>~(0) = 0 

if the rotational dash pot and spring at x = 0 satisfy the condition 
c = /3k for classical normal modes. This means that the classical 
damping operators are 

Lto =am+ /3Lz, Cw = /38 .. C2o = f38z. 

Now consider an almost classically damped system with: 
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so 

Jk£(x) = am(x) + EP,t(X), j.J.J(x) = {3E(x) + €fJ.2(x), 

C = {3k + fCt, 

Lt = L 10 + EL11 on (0, l) 

Ct = Cw + €C11 at x = l 

c2 = c20 + EC2t at X = 0, I 

where 

Cn (l) =- :x [ P,2(x) l (x) !2

2 ] 1.._
1 

81 8
2

1 C21(0) = -c. -
8 

+ P,2(0) / (0) - 2 
X x-o 1 8x x-0 

At this point, the function /J.p(x) can be evaluated by applying 
the conditions (29) on the boundary 

/J.p(O) = 0, 'BtpJlp = ~tp == - ppC11 cbp at x = l 

'Bq,j.J.p = ~2p == - ppC2tcf>p at x = 0, l 

where from (24), 

'B;p = 8 ; + pPC,0 = ( L + {3pp)8 ;. 

These conditions can be satisfied by a cubic of the form 

/J.p(X) = Cp3X3 + Cp2X2 + CptX 

where the coefficients Cpt · cp2 , and cP3 are detemtined by the 
nonsingular Linear system of equations 

8 ~ 
-
8 

[E(x)l(x)(6cpJX + 2cp2)bl = [C11c/>p ]x=l 
X I + {3pp 

kept - 2£(0)/(0)cp2 = PP [C2tcf>plx-o 
1 + /3pp 

-p 
E(l)l(l)(6cp3l + 2cp2) = P [C2tcf>p ]x-l · 

1 + /3pp 

This allow~ the parameters /J.pq in (36) to be determined. Fur
thermore, ~pq and c/>pq in (37) and (39) are given by 

~pq = [cf>qCnc/>p]x-1 + [cf>~Cztcf>p ] ;:6 

c/>pq =I: c/>q(x)Lttcf>p(x)dx. 

These parameters allow the first-order eigenvalue correction CTp 

to be computed from ( 41) and the first-order eigenfunction 
correction Xp(x) to be computed from (28), (32), (42), and 
(58). . 

In a similar fashion, vp(x) in (43) can be determined in the 
form 

by the conditions ( 44) that it must satisfy 

vp(O) = 0, 'BtpVp = T]tp at X = [ 

'Bq, Vp = 1]2p at X = 0, [. 
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This allows the parameters upq in (51 ) to be determined. The 
quantity (fJpq- (}pq) can be evaluated as in Appendix A. There
fore, the second-order eigenvalue correction T P can be computed 
from ( 56) and the second-order eigenfunction correction 1/Jp(x) 
can be computed from (43), (47 ), (57 ), and (59). 

In order to determine the solution of the re ponse problem 
up to, say, second order in E, the functions hp(x , t ) (p = 0, I, 
2) in (65 ) must be specified so that they satisfy the conditions 
(66), 

hp(O, 1) = 0, B,hP + f3B ,hP = g,P at x = l 

B2hp + /3B2hp = 82P at x = 0, l , 

where g;p(x, t ) is given by ( 64) . To satisfy these conditions, 
try a function of the form 

2 

hp(x, t ) = I, [a,p(x) ~'~'(t) + b,p(x){ ,p(l )]. 
i • l 

It follows that 
2 

0 = hp(O, t) = I, [a;p( O ) ~;p( t ) + b,p(O){,p( t ) ] 
i=l 

2 

g 1p( l , t) = I, [B1a,p(x)({3>..,p(t ) + ~'~'(t)) 
i=l 

2 

g2p(x, t ) = L [B~;p(X)(f3>._;p(t) + ~;p( t)) 
i=l 

These equations are satisfied if 

a 1p(0) = a2p(O) = 0, b 1p(O) = b2p(O) = 0 

B,a,pix=t = B,a2plx• t = 0, B,b,plx- t = I, B,b2Pix=t = 0 

B2a tplx=l = B2a2plx-t = 0, B2b 1plx•t = 0, B2b2plx-t = I 

B~tplx=O = 0, B~2plx-o = 1, B2b tplx-O = B2b2plx-O = 0 

f3~tp(1) + {tp( f) = g,p(l, t ) , /3~2P(t) + {2P(t) = g2P( l, t ) 

f3>._2P(t) + ~2P( t ) = g2p( O, t ). 

It is sufficient to set a 1p(x) = 0 on [0, /] and so ~,p(t) is not 
required. Also, we can take a2p(x), b,P(x), and b2p(x ) as cubics 
with the four coefficients in each cubic selected to satisfy the 
above four conditions on each of these functions. Finally, we 
can take hp(x, 0) = 0 which gives the initial conditions { 1p(O) 
= c2p(O) = ~2P( O ) = 0. This leads to a first-order linear initial 
value problem for each of {1p(t), {2p( t), and ~2P (t) . Solution 
of these three initial value problems completes the determina
tion of the functions hp(x, t) . 

The remainder of the procedure follows the description in 
Example I, where h,.(t), Q,.(t) , and q,.(t) are determined 
successively and vp(x , t ) in ( 69) is approximated by the first 
N terms to give the desired level of accuracy. Each up(x, t) is 
then given by ( 65) to finally obtain an approximation of the 
beam displacement u (x, t) by (60). 

Summary 
Conditions are presented for the existence of classical normal 

modes in continuous linear vibrating systems which have com
patible ( internal and boundary) stiffness and damping operators. 
A perturbation analysis is then developed for the response of 
almost classically damped continuous linear systems. The latter 
methodology provides approximate but sufficiently accurate an
alytical solutions for the eigenproblem as well as the response 
under general forcing functions. 
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The analysi is based on a decomposition of the internal and 
boundary damping operators into a part that results in classical 
normal mode response, with arbitrarily large damping ratios, 
plus a small perturbation. This permits application of standard 
modal analysis methodologies and provides the solution of the 
problem in terms of the frequencies and modes of the corre
sponding undamped problem only. A special treatment is pre
sented for the series representations of the solutions in terms 
of the undamped eigenfunctions so that Gibbs phenomenon is 
avoided at the boundary. Thi ensures faster convergence of the 
eigenfunction expansions, that is, a smaller number of terms is 
required to give an approximation of the solutions to within a 
specified accuracy. 

The methodology presented here is expected to result in com
putational benefits, especially when performing parametric stud
ies to investigate damping effects for design purposes. 
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APPENDIX A 
A simplified expression is derived for the difference of TJpq 

and Bpq which are defined in Eqs. (52) and (54), respectively. 
This difference is needed to evaluate the second-order eigen
value and eigenfunction corrections, Tp and 1/Jp( r ), given in 
Eqs. (56). (43) , ( 44), (47), (57) , and (59) . 

Start by defining 

"• 
"(pq = L (C;oXp• n r.,:-• >¢ q)os; ( 81 ) 

"• 
A - ~ (C D (l-1) ..1,.) • 'Ypq - L. ilXp , N '+'q os •. ( 82) 

i- 1 

By substituting Eq. (22) into ( 52), "T}pq can be expressed as 

TJpq = -ap-ypq- ppypq- ap~pq· ( 83) 

Also, from Eq. (54), 

Bpq = ap<Ppq + (( 2mpPaP + apL10 + ppLn)XP• <Pq} 

= ap(2pP + {39 )(apq + Jipq) + ap<Ppq 

+ pp( L •• xp. <Pq>- ap"fpq· ( 84) 

Here we use (xp , m<Pq} = (xp. m<Pq} + ( J.Lp, m<Pq) = apq + J.i.pq• 
from Eqs. (28), (33 ), and (36), together with the compatibility 
Eq. (3) for L 10 and the C;o. 

Subtracting ( 84) from ( 83) , 

TJpq- Bpq = - PpYpq- ap(~pq + <Ppq ) 

- ap(2pP + {39 )(apq + J.Lpq)- pp( Lnxp, ¢ 9 ) . (85) 

This is the desired expression. Both Ypq and ( L11 XP • ¢ 9 ) can be 
evaluated using Xp( r ) = x p( r ) + J.Lp( r ) where Xp( r ) is given 
by the eigenfunction expansion (32) on S. In practice, only a 
finite number of terms, N , need be used in (32 ) to give the 
desired accuracy. Then ypq and (L 11 XP' <Pq) can be approximated 
by 
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"• 
:ypq = L (Cilxp + C; JJ.Lp, n r.,:-• ><t>q)os, 

jc) 

(L •• xP" <Pq) = ( Lnxp + L• •J.Lp, <Pq> 
N 

= L apn<Pnq + ( LIIJip• <Pq>· 

APPENDIX B 

(86 ) 

(87 ) 

A simplified expression is derived for the sumJ;,.( t ) + gpn(t) 
required in the differential Eq. (77) for qpn( t) where p , n E 
z+. (The p = 0 case is relatively straightforward.) Substituting 
Eqs. ( 62) and (64) into (76) and (75 ), we get 

"• 
fpn + gpn = -(L •• u p-1- <P.)- L ( Cillip-1> n~-··<P.)os, 

"• 
= -(Lip-1> Ln<Pn) - L c'nr.,:-• >up-1- c .. <P.hs, 

I• I 

where the compatibility condition ( 3) for L 11 and the C, 1 has 
been used. Equation (65 ) can now be used where vP_1( r , t) is 
approximated by a finite number of terms, N. in the eigenfunc
tion expansion ( 69), so that 

N 

fpn + gpn = - L (Jp-l.m( cP""' + (.,.)- (hp- 1> Ln<P.) 

"• - L (D~- • > j,p- 1. C. .<P.) os; ( 88 ) 

·-· 
where the definitions for ~""' and <P .... in (37 ) and (39) have 
been used. Equation (88) shows that the qp.( t ) must be evalu
ated sequentially with respect to increasing p since qpn depends 
on the qp-l.m• m = 1, 2, ... , N. 
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